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Indoor tanning (IT) has been linked with psychiatric and addictive
symptoms, and frequent tanning may indicate tanning dependence
(addiction). The current study evaluated the effects of an IT episode
on mood states and the association of these effects with psychiatric
and addictive symptoms among young adult female indoor tanners.
One-hundred thirty-nine female university students aged 18-25 years
who had indoor tanned completed an online survey including the
Positive and Negative Affects Scales and a standardized psychiatric
interview (the MINI International Neuropsychiatric Interview) via
telephone. Psychiatric and addictive symptoms were relatively com-

mon among these young adult female indoor tanners. Overall, participants reported significant decreases in both negative (upset, scared,
irritable, nervous, jittery, afraid) and positive (feeling interested)
mood states after their most recent tanning episode. Multivariable linear regression analyses showed that more frequent indoor tanning in
the past month and symptoms of illicit drug use disorders were associated with decreases in negative mood, and symptoms of generalized
anxiety disorder were associated with a decrease in feeling interested.
In summary, indoor tanners report relatively high rates of psychiatric
and substance use symptoms, including symptoms of tanning dependence, and indoor tanning appears to alter mood. Women with certain
substance use and psychiatric characteristics may be more vulnerable
to such mood changes after tanning indoors. Further research is needed to clarify the relationships among these variables.
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Skin cancer is the most common cancer in the USA, with almost five
million new cases diagnosed yearly (United States Department of
Health and Human Services, 2014). A disturbing increase in the incidence of melanoma among young adult women has been observed
recently (Reed et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012). Ultraviolet radiation
(UV) exposure, such as indoor tanning, is associated with the development of both melanoma and non-melanoma skin cancers (Colantonio,
Bracken & Beecker, 2014; Wehner et al., 2012). Despite attempts to
regulate the tanning industry, indoor tanning is a relatively common
practice, particularly in the USA and other Western countries. Among
US college students, the past year prevalence of indoor tanning ranges
from 40 to 60%, with higher rates among female undergraduates
(Bagdasarov, Banerjee, Greene, & Campo, 2008; Hillhouse, Stapleton,
& Turrisi, 2005; Poorsattar & Hornung, 2007). Many individuals indoor
tan despite being aware of the link between UV exposure and skin cancer. Young people may have motives to tan that may outweigh their
concerns for their health, with appearance enhancement being the
most commonly cited reason given for indoor tanning (Asvat, Cafri,
Thompson, & Jacobsen, 2010; Ingledew, Ferguson, & Markland, 2010).
Emotional effects such as relaxation, enhanced mood, stress relief,
and improved energy are other commonly cited reasons for indoor tanning (Feldman et al., 2004; Kourosh, Harrington, & Adinoff, 2010;
Stapleton, Turrisi, Hillhouse, Robinson, Abar, 2010). Young people are
also influenced by the indoor tanning behaviors of close others, especially peers (Bagdasarov et al, 2008; Cokkinides, Weinstock, Lazovich,
Ward, & Thun, 2009). Additionally, indoor tanning is associated with
psychiatric and addictive symptoms. Indoor tanning is associated with
body dysmorphic disorder (Phillips et al., 2006), seasonal affective disorder (Hillhouse et al., 2005), obsessive compulsive tendencies (Leary,
Saltzman, & Georgeson, 1997), and generalized anxiety (Heckman et
al., 2014; Mosher & Danoff-Burg, 2010a, 2010b). Indoor tanners are
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university who had ever indoor tanned completed the survey and psychiatric interview. Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 25 years old
(M=20.2, SD=1.7). Racial distribution was as follows: 92.8% White,
2.2% Asian American, 0.7% Black, and 4.3% Other/Mixed. Two percent
of the sample identified as Hispanic or Latino. About two thirds of the
participants were assessed in the winter and fall, with the remaining
third being assessed in the spring.

Measures
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Participants responded to the Positive Affect and Negative Affect
Scale (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) retrospectively regarding their mood state before and after their most recent indoor tanning
session, similar to methods used by Matthews and colleagues for
episodes of gambling (Matthews, Farnsworth, & Griffiths, 2009). The
PANAS is a 20-item scale that consists of emotional adjectives for positive (e.g., interested, proud, determined) and negative affective states
(e.g., upset, scared, ashamed). Participants were asked to rate each
emotional state separately for before and then after their most recent
indoor tanning session on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 = Very slightly or not at
all, 3 = Moderately, 5 = Extremely). The internal reliability of the
PANAS is good with Cronbach’s alphas for positive affect being 0.88 and
0.90 for negative affect (for before indoor tanning scores).
The Tanning Pathology Scale (TAPS) was developed by Hillhouse,
Turrisi, Stapleton and Robinson (2010) to assess pathological tanning
motives associated with tanning dependence. Specifically, perceiving
tanning as a problem (e.g., Sometimes I think my tanning is out of control), opiate-like reactions to tanning (e.g., I feel tranquil after a tanning session), tolerance to tanning (Tanning doesn’t relieve my stress
as well as it did when I started), and dissatisfaction with skin tone (I
wish I had been born with a darker shade of skin). TAPS response
options utilize a 5-point Likert-type scale of agreement (1 = strongly
disagree, 5 = strongly agree). Item responses are summed for each
subscale. The TAPS scales are associated with tanning intentions
(Hillhouse et al., 2010). In our previous work with college women, we
found that the tolerance to tanning subscale had low internal reliability
and eigenvalues and was not significantly correlated with measures of
tanning attituades and behaviors (Heckman et al., 2014). Therefore,
the sum of scores for the remaining subscales were examined for this
study. The measure used in this manner is internally consistent in the
current sample (α=0.91).
The 15-minute Mini-International International Neuropsychiatric
Interview (MINI, version 6.0.0; Lecrubier et al., 1997) was used to
assess symptoms of major depression and generalized anxiety disorder,
as well as alcohol and illicit substance use disorders. Because few participants met full diagnostic criteria for most of the disorders, participants were classified as meeting screening criteria for each disorder if
they reported between one and three key screening symptoms, corresponding with meeting criterion A of the DSM. For example, participants who met screening criteria for generalized anxiety disorder
reported being excessively anxious or worried about several routine
things most days over the past six month. The MINI standardized clinical interview demonstrates good test-retest reliability, with kappa coefficients ranging from 0.76 to 0.93 (Lecrubier et al., 1997). Kappa coefficients between scores on the MINI and the Composite International
Diagnostic Interview, a similar measure, have been found to be acceptable (Lecrubier et al., 1997). The MINI was administered over the telephone, as has been done in prior studies (Lin et al., 2012; Shvartzman
et al. 2005), which have reported acceptable reliability but have not
made validity data for this modality available.
The Seasonal Scale Index (SSI) was used to assess symptoms of seasonal affective disorder (Rosenthal et al., 1987), which has been found
to be associated with indoor tanning (Hillhouse et al., 2005). This brief
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also more likely to use alcohol, cigarettes, steroids (among male adolescents), and other substances (Guy et al., 2014; Heckman et al., 2014;
Lostritto et al., 2012; Mosher & Danoff-Burg, 2010a, 2010b). A phenomenon that has received attention is tanning dependence or addiction,
also known as tanorexia. Although tanning dependence in not an official disorder according to the American Psychiatric Association’s
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM; American Psychiatric
Association, 2013), tanning dependence is defined based on traditional
substance dependence criteria and measures (i.e., tolerance, withdrawal, difficulty controlling the behavior despite negative consequences). Some studies have provided evidence for the existence of
tanning dependence (Heckman et al., 2014). Tanning dependence rates
have been estimated to range from 5 to 45% among undergraduate
indoor tanners and 18% among college sunbathers (Harrington et al.,
2010; Hillhouse, Turrisi, Jaccard, & Robinson, 2012; Mosher & DanoffBurg, 2010a, 2010b; Poorsattar, & Hornung, 2007). Tanning dependent
individuals may tan frequently and put themselves at even greater risk
of skin cancer than other tanners. UV light exposure leads to production of beta-endorphin, a natural opioid (Feldman et al., 2004; Kaur et
al., 2006), which may induce euphoria and analgesia, similar to the
effects of recreational drugs.
Most indoor tanners begin indoor tanning as adolescents in an
attempt to enhance their appearance or due to peer pressure, despite
being aware of the damaging effects of UV (Bagdasarov et al., 2008;
Cokkinides et al., 2009). Some of these individuals will not find the
experience reinforcing and will not tend to continue tanning either
because they do not perceive their appearance to be enhanced or they
experience negative consequences such as sunburns. However, consistent with a reinforcer pathology model, a subset of indoor tanners will
find the experience reinforcing either due to perceived appearance
enhancement or other reinforcing biopsychological effects such as
relaxation or improved mood, potentially caused by release of betaendorphin (Feldman et al., 2004; Kaur et al., 2006; Kourosh et al., 2010;
Stapleton et al., 2010; Reed, 2015). These reinforcing effects, by definition, make it more likely that such individuals would tan again,
whether this link between tanning and improved emotional state is
consciously recognized or not. The reinforcing emotional effects of tanning (i.e., increases in positive mood states and decreases in negative
mood states) may be more potent among vulnerable individuals with
underlying psychiatric problems such as anxiety or mood disorders.
Ongoing and/or frequent tanning despite personally experiencing negative consequences such as visible signs of aging suggests powerful
motivations such as tanning dependence or self-medication for emotional problems (Hillhouse et al., 2005; Poorsattar & Hornung, 2007).
The current study involved a survey/interview to evaluate the effects
of an indoor tanning episode on mood states and the association of
these effects with psychiatric and addictive symptoms among young
adult female indoor tanners. It was hypothesized that increases in positive mood states and decreases in negative mood states after indoor
tanning would be associated with psychiatric and addictive symptoms.
This is the first investigation to include a gold-standard comprehensive
standardized psychiatric interview of tanners rather than using a selfreport survey. Identifying emotional and psychosocial characteristics of
high risk tanners could facilitate the development of future tailored
prevention and intervention efforts to reduce skin cancer risk in these
populations.

Materials and Methods
Participants
One hundred thirty nine female undergraduates at a northeastern
[page 14]
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measure, which is a central feature of the Season Pattern Assessment
Questionnaire (Rosenthal et al., 1987), prompts respondents to indicate the degree of change that occurs throughout the year for sleep
length, social activity, mood, weight, appetite, and energy level. Scores
can range from 6 to 24, with a score of 11 or above being considered
presence of seasonal affective disorder (Rosenthal et al., 1987). This
measure demonstrates good validity (Magnusson, Friis, &
Opjordsmoen, 1997) and was internally consistent in the current study
(α=0.86). Participants were asked how many times they had indoor
tanned in the past 30 days. Since this variable was skewed, a square
root transformation was applied. Participants were asked to indicate
how many cigarettes they smoked over the past 30 days and were
dichotomized into having smoked or not.

Table 1. Characteristics of college female indoor tanners (N=139).
Variable
Smoked in past 30 days, N. (%)*
31 (22.3)
Alcohol disorder symptoms, N. (%)*
98 (70.5)
Illicit drug use disorder symptoms, N. (%)*
17 (12.2)
Seasonal affective disorder, N. (%)*
70 (50.4)
Major depression symptoms, N. (%)*
37 (26.6)
Generalized anxiety symptoms, N. (%)*
15 (10.8)
Frequency of indoor tanning in past month (range: 0-5.5), M (SD)° 0.6 (1.2)
Tanning dependence (range: 15-75), M (SD)
29.8 (11.4)
*Refers to a positive endorsement; °Variable is square root transformed.

Procedures
Table 2. Self-reported mood before and after most recent indoor
tanning episode (N=139).

Interested*

Before
and after tanning

Before
After
Disinterested Before
After
Excited
Before
After
Upset*
Before
After
Strong
Before
After
Guilty
Before
After
Scared*
Before
After
Hostile
Before
After
Enthusiastic Before
After
Proud
Before
After
Irritable*
Before
After
Alert
Before
After
Ashamed
Before
After
Inspired
Before
After
Nervous*
Before
After
Determined Before
After
Attentive
Before
After
Jittery*
Before
After
Active
Before
After
Afraid*
Before
After
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First, descriptive statistics were calculated for the study variables,
including indoor tanning, psychiatric and substance use disorder symptoms, and symptoms of tanning dependence. Next, paired samples ttests were conducted to examine reported change in positive and negative mood states following an indoor tanning episode. To gain a more
complete understanding of changes in mood after indoor tanning, each
of the 20 PANAS mood states were examined individually, as opposed to
simply looking at change in positive and negative mood. To account for
the numerous hypothesis tests, the false discovery rate (FDR) procedure was applied (Benjamini, & Hochberg, 1995). Multivariable linear
regression analyses were conducted to examine associations between
psychiatric symptoms, drug use symptoms, and tanning dependence
symptoms and reported mood following tanning. The following variables were examined as predictors: smoked in the past 30 days, symptoms of an alcohol use disorder, symptoms of an illicit drug use disorder, meeting criteria for season affective disorder, symptoms of a major
depressive episode, generalized anxiety disorder symptoms, and tanning dependence. Reported mood before tanning and having tanned in
the past month were controlled for.

Results
See Table 1 for descriptive statistics of study variables.
Paired samples t-tests were conducted to examine indoor tanners’
reported change in mood states from before to after their most recent
indoor tanning episode. Results are reported in Table 2, as well as the
adjusted P-value threshold based on the FDR adjustment (i.e., q-value).
After applying the FDR, the following negative mood states were

M (SD)
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All female psychology students at a northeastern university across
six academic terms over two years were invited to participate in the
study by e-mail. Psychology 101 is a required course for several majors
at the university. After consenting via an online consent form, students
completed the questionnaire at their convenience. All scales were completed online except the MINI, which was completed over the telephone
with a trained member of the research staff, either a research assistant
who had been trained by MINI staff and provided with ongoing supervision or an advanced doctoral counseling psychology student with
prior MINI administration experience. Written information about
indoor tanning and mental health referrals was offered to all participants. Participants were given research participation extra credit for
an academic course and a $20 PayPal voucher as compensation for
their participation. This study was approved by the university’s and a
cancer center’s Institutional Review Boards.

3.1 (1.0)
2.8 (1.0)
1.9 (1.0)
1.8 (1.1)
2.9 (1.1)
2.9 (1.2)
1.6 (0.9)
1.4 (0.8)
2.4 (1.1)
2.3 (1.2)
1.9 (1.0)
1.8 (1.0)
1.6 (1.0)
1.4 (0.9)
1.3 (0.7)
1.3 (0.7)
2.7 (1.0)
2.6 (1.2)
2.2 (1.1)
2.3 (1.2)
1.6 (1.0)
1.4 (0.8)
2.4 (1.2)
2.2 (1.2)
1.5 (0.9)
1.5 (0.9)
1.9 (1.1)
2.0 (1.2)
1.9 (1.1)
1.4 (0.8)
2.3 (1.2)
2.2 (1.2)
2.4 (1.1)
2.3 (1.2)
1.7 (1.0)
1.5 (0.9)
2.5 (1.2)
2.5 (1.3)
1.6 (1.0)
1.4 (0.9)

t

P

q value

4.91

<0.001 0.0025

2.14

0.034 0.0225

−0.08

0.934

3.38

0.001 0.0075

0.66

0.513

NA

0.61

0.543

NA

3.28

0.001 0.0075

0.23

0.820

NA

1.44

0.152

NA

−1.20

0.234

NA

3.38

0.001 0.0075

2.17

0.032

0.02

0.95

0.345

NA

−1.57

0.118

NA

5.68

<0.001 0.0025

1.78

0.077

NA

1.71

0.089

NA

3.00

0.003

0.015

−0.17

0.866

NA

2.71

0.008 0.0175

NA

*Mood states with significant values, based on the adjusted threshold.
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mood is one of the reasons they indoor tan (Feldman et al., 2004;
Kourosh et al., 2010; Stapleton et al., 2010). The only prior study to use
the PANAS to assess the effects of indoor tanning on mood found significantly higher scores on the relaxation and lower scores on the tension item among 14 frequent indoor tanning females after indoor UVlight compared to non UV-light tanning (Feldman et al., 2004).
Regarding the association of psychiatric and addictive symptoms
with changes in mood states after tanning, a decrease in negative
mood states was associated with symptoms of an illegal drug use disorder as hypothesized but not symptoms of tanning dependence.
Consistent with a reinforcer pathology model (Reed, 2015), it is possible that some women may use indoor tanning in a manner similar to
recreational drugs in order to attempt to decrease negative mood states
such as feeling upset, irritable, or nervous. The lack of association with
symptoms of tanning dependence may indicate that individuals who
are dependent on tanning no longer receive the mood enhancing benefits of tanning but continue to tan anyway, a hallmark of substance
dependence. Symptoms of generalized anxiety disorder were associated with a decrease in feeling interested. This finding is contrary to
hypotheses. One possibility is that anxious women who indoor tan may
be hyper-aroused and be seeking a feeling of emotional numbness in
which even positive feelings become less intense. Prior studies have
found indoor tanning to be associated with illicit drug use, anxiety, and
the desire to reduce negative mood (Feldman et al., 2004; Heckman et
al., 2014; Kourosh et al., 2010; Lostritto et al., 2012; Mosher & DanoffBurg, 2010a, 2010b; Poorsattar, & Hornung, 2007; Stapleton et al.,
2010).
Negative affect is associated with symptoms of anxiety and depression. Several studies have examined changes in PANAS scores after
engaging in behaviors such as smoking, exercising, and gambling and
compared these changes in individuals with psychiatric and addictive
symptoms to others (Lepage & Crowther, 2010; Matthews et al., 2009;
Spring et al., 2008). Similar to the current findings for indoor tanning,
negative affect decreases after smoking and exercising, particularly
among individuals with psychiatric symptoms such as individuals vulnerable to depression and with high body dissatisfaction, respectively
(Lepage & Crowther, 2010; Spring et al., 2008). However, college problem gamblers reported an increase in negative affect after gambling
compared to before or during gambling (Matthews et al., 2009).
Interestingly, findings for changes in positive affect have been inconsistent among both general samples and individuals with specific psychiatric and addictive symptoms (Lepage & Crowther, 2010; Matthews
et al., 2009; Spring et al., 2008).
A strength of the current study is its use of a well-validated comprehensive standardized psychiatric interview, which has never been done
before with this population despite prior evidence of psychiatric symptomatology. Prior research had used questionnaires and non-standardized interviews that have focused on circumscribed symptoms such as
anxiety or depression. Recruitment and surveys were completed online
for the current study. Prior studies have demonstrated similar participation rates and demographic characteristics of online research participants compared with traditional recruitment and data collection methods (Gardner et al., 1996; West et al., 2006). Online data collection also
allows one to automate data quality procedures (e.g., response logic).
One study limitations is the use of a convenience sample, which may
affect the generalizability of the results. Although this study was conducted with a primarily white sample at only one university, white college women are frequent indoor tanners and are an appropriate high
risk study population (Poorsattar, & Hornung, 2007). Another limitation is the retrospective assessment of emotional states, which is subject to recall bias. For example, less than one third of the sample reported tanning in the past month. Therefore, recalling mood before and
after their most recent tanning session may have been challenging.

Discussion and Conclusions
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Prior survey studies have demonstrated the association of indoor
tanning and tanning dependence with various other psychiatric and
substance use symptoms (Bagdasarov et al., 2008; Heckman et al.,
2014; Lostritto et al., 2012; Mosher & Danoff-Burg, 2010a, 2010b).
However, this is the first study to investigate indoor tanning and tanning dependence in the context of a standardized psychiatric interview.
Relatively high rates of psychiatric and addictive disorders and symptoms among these young adult female indoor tanners were reported.
For example, almost 40% met criteria for tanning dependence, over
50% met criteria for seasonal affective disorder, and over 70% reported
drinking at least three alcoholic drinks in a three hour period at least
three times in the past year.
Not only did negative mood states (upset, irritable, nervous)
decrease among young adult female indoor tanners after their most
recent indoor tanning episode, but contrary to hypotheses, positive
mood state of feeling interested did as well. These mood states
decreased a small, albeit significant, amount. Women whose negative
mood decreased after indoor tanning were more likely to be more frequent indoor tanners. Indoor tanners report that decreased negative
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reported to significantly decrease after an indoor tanning episode:
upset, t(133)=3.38, P<0.01, scared, t(133)=3.28, P<0.01, irritable,
t(133)=3.38, P<0.01, nervous, t(132)=5.68, P<0.001, jittery,
t(133)=3.00, P<0.01, and afraid, t(132)=2.71, P<0.01. The only positive
mood state that subjects reported significantly changing was interested, t(134)=4.91, P<0.001 (Table 3).
Two multivariable linear regression models were conducted: one
examining the positive mood state of how interested participants felt
after an indoor tanning session, and another model examining negative mood states following indoor tanning; specifically, the negative
mood states that participants reported significantly changing after
indoor tanning (i.e., upset, scared, irritable, nervous, jittery, afraid).
Negative mood after indoor tanning was positively associated with negative mood before tanning, t(119)=14.30, P<0.001, and negatively
associated with frequency of indoor tanning in the past month,
t(119)=−2.74, P<0.01, and illicit drug use, t(119)=−2.49, P<0.05.
Reported feelings of interest after indoor tanning were positively associated with feeling interested before indoor tanning, t(119)=8.80,
P<0.001, and generalized anxiety, t(119)=2.21, P<0.05.

Table 3. Associations between psychiatric and addictive symptoms and reported mood after indoor tanning (N=139).
Variable
Mood before tanning
Indoor tanning in past month
Smoked in past 30 days
Alcohol use
Illicit drug use (+ marijuana)
Seasonal affective
Major depressive
Generalized anxiety
Tanning dependence

Negative mooda
B
SE
0.75***
−0.10**
0.03
0.11
−0.29*
0.06
0.10
−0.04
0.01

0.05
0.04
0.09
0.09
0.12
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.00

Interested
B
SE
0.69***
0.07
−0.10
−0.03
0.22
−0.01
−0.02
0.40*
0.00

*P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; aUpset, scared, irritable, nervous, jittery, afraid.
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0.08
0.07
0.17
0.16
0.22
0.15
0.17
0.18
0.01
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on
ly

The use of prospective data could be informative in this regard. Finally,
a measure more sensitive to sub-syndromal psychopathology than the
MINI might further clarify the relationships among tanning, emotional
states, and symptomatology.
In summary, female college indoor tanners report relatively high
rates of psychiatric and substance use symptoms, including symptoms
of tanning dependence, and indoor tanning appears to alter mood. The
hypotheses were partially borne-out. Indoor tanning was associated
with a decrease in negative mood states but also a decrease in feeling
interested. Additionally, changes in mood were associated with symptoms of illicit drug use and generalized anxiety disorder. The current
study does not reveal whether indoor tanners tan to consciously alter
their mood or whether such mood alteration may be better explained by
tanning dependence, self-medication of psychiatric symptoms, or other
factors. Ideally, prospective research is needed to clarify these relationships by assessing mood before and after tanning sessions rather than
retrospectively. However, these findings suggest that clinicians should
assess and address not only tanners’ increased risk for skin cancer but
also their mental and emotional health.
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